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ABSTRACT

Fusion facilities will contain a sizable inventory of

tritium fuel that will be vulnerable to release. Once

released, molecular tritium begins converting into

tritiated water which is 10000 times more hazardous

and tends to adsorb onto surfaces. The rate of

conversion and adsorption/desorption must be

accurately known to estimate cleanup times and

radiation hazards realistically. Argonne National

Laboratory developed a computer code. TSOAK-M1, to

determine the conversion/adsorption/desorpt.ion

parameters and to model cleanups. The Canadian Fusion

Fuels Technology Project examined the program for

reliability and potential applications. TSOAK-M1

assumes a pseudo second order radiolytic conversion

where a first order surface reaction seems more

appropriate. This difference in order should be

investigated to accurately determine the reaction law.

TSOAK-M1 determines the model parameters from

experimental data using an optimization routine.

However the data used is judged insufficient. More

data is needed where the conversion of molecular

tritium to tritiated water has a significant effect

due to adsorption/desorption. SOAKER, an improved

y e.C s_i.°_D_̂-t_ the TSOAK-M1 model, which combines fj_rst

§"iL.second order reactions has been implemented 1 n

Wang BASIC. Once the reaction law and the parameters

have been accurately determined the program could be a

useful tool in the study and design of decontamination

systems.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The International Tokamak Reactor (INTORK . an

internationally designed reactor is proposed to bo the

next large fusion experiment after those presently

operating or under construction. INTOR will have a

tritium inventory of 3.4 - 3.9 kg of which .6 kg of
*molecular tril.ium (T ) will be vulnerable to

accidental release. The maximum conceivable release

given by the preliminary design base is about 220 g of

T which would result in a concentration of 21
3 (2)

Ci/m inside the reactor containment volume '.

U.S. practise is based on a Maximum Permissible

Concentration in air (MPC ) for tritium in its
3molecular form of .13 Ci/m for occupational

workers' . This is one of the highest MPC 's for
a

any radioactive compound. Howover T2 can be
converted into tritiated water (HTO) which is

{4)approximately 10000 times as hazardous . HTO is
easily absorbed through the skin and virtually all

inhaled HTO is absorbed into the body. It has a

biological half-life of about ten days . The large

difference in toxicity between T and HTO means that

the rates and mechanisms of T conversion into HTO

must be accurately known before a realistic estimate

of the time involved in cleaning up a release to safe

levels can be made. Otherwise it may be "ecessary to

make the conservative assumption that all of the T

is instantly converted into HTO.

TSOAK-Ml is a computer program developed by Argonne

National Laboratory to study the effects of trit.ium

conversion and surface adsorption/desorption on the

concentrations and cleanup times of tritium compounds

in the air following a rolcase . The computer code
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consists of a mathematical model which describes the

conversion and adsorption/desorption processes, an

algorithm to numerically solve the model's

differential equations and an optimization routine

which minimizes the difference between the model

results and a set of experimental results. TSOAK-M1

takes raw experimental detritiation data from a small

test enclosure and then determines the optimum model

parameters to match these measurements. This study

assessed whether the physicochemical model used was

approppriate and if the optimization method used by

TSOAK-Ml was valid. This assessment allows a judgement

as to whether the conversion and adsorption/desorpt.ion

processes and supporting data in TSOAK-M1 were

sufficient, or if further experimental and modelling

studies were required.

* Although T is used denote molecular tritium

throughout this repo*. . combinations of tritium with

the other hydrogen isotopes protium (H) and deuterium

(D) will be present in future fusion devices.
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2.0 TS0AK-M1

The TS0AK-M1 computer code was developed to study air

cleanup operations after a release of T_. The

emphasis was on how the conversion of T_ into HTO,

and the adsorption/desorption of HTO on the surfaces

of the containment area affected the cleanup time.

2.1 Description of the Model

For the cleanup operation itself the model

assumed that all tritium containing species were

removed from the air with an equal efficiency e.

If the room has a volume of V in m and the

volumetric flow rate in m /s of the

detritiation system is Q then the removal rate of

the tritium containing species of concentration X

in uCi/m is :

ff = -S«X = -AX where A =

For the conversion process the model assumes that

the exchange reaction T2 + H2O = HT + HTO

dominates whenever there is a measurable amount

of ambient moisture present. The model considers

this reaction to be catalyzed by the radiolytic

effect of tritium decay. This assumption results

in a pseudo second order rate law for the

reaction. The rate is dependent on not only the

concentration of T but on the total

concentration of tritium as well. The rate of

formation of HT and HTO from T is :
2
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_ dHTO r r T ? w T xdt dt C(T2)(T)

where C is the cadiolytic reaction rate parameter

in m3K-1uCi~ . T is the total trit.ium

concentration and HT,HTO,T2 are the

concentratior

all in uCi/nf

concentrations of the individual tritium species
3

The model assumes adsorption and desorption

coefficients. E and F respectively, where E and F

have been normalized for surface area (SA) and

volume (V) effects. E and F are given in m/s.

Assigning S to be the amount of adsorbed tril.ium

in uci per m of rooi

following rate terms

in uci per m of room volume gives the

HTO adsorption

HTO desorption

The total amount of trit.ium adsorbed on the

surfaces of the chamber of volumi

total is found by the equation :

surfaces of the chamber of volume V is S^. This

S = S*V

The calculated total ambient concentration of

tritium :

T = T2 + HTO + HT

is related to tho experimentally found total
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ambient concentrations of tritium (T ) by the

equation :

= T + 1CF

where ICF is an instrument correction factor

which is introduced to compensate for the

tendency of monitors to read from 1 to 10

uCi/m high after being exposed to tritium for

a length of time. This tendency is believed to be

a result of HTO adsorption on the internal

surfaces of the monitor.

The model can be assembled into the following

family of equations :

d_T _ dT2 dHTO dHT
dt ' dt •* dt + dt~

j ™ = -A(T2) - 2(T2)(T)C
at

= -A(HTO) - F.(HTO)A - 1 + F(S)-1™- 4 C(T2)(T)= -A(HTO) - F.(HTO) + F(S)

fHTT

~ - -A(HT) 4 C(T2)(T)

T = T2 + HTO + HT

T = T + ÏCF
exp
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TSOAK-Ml solves these equations numerically using

a standard ordinary differential equation sysîtem

solver code.

To use the physicochemical model, the parameters

of reaction rate, adsorption/desorption rates and

the 1CF must be input. In TSOAK-M1. values

derived from experimentation are not used.

Instead rough estimates are input and the program

iteratively modifies them until it has determined

the optimum parameters to use. This is

accomplished by using the least squares method to

minimize the differences between the model

results and experimental measurements of the

total ambient tritium concentration.

2.2 Original Program Results

TSOAK»Ml was run by Argonne with eight different

sets of experimental rosults . Only six of

the cases resulted in convergence to a reasonable

solution set of parameters. The two failures were

explained by the data being questionable. The

eight tests were divided into two groups of four.

In one group the air in the test chamber followed

a "once through" pathway. New air from outride

the chamber was drawn in to replace the air

leaving through the detritiation system,

resulting in a relatively constant humidity level

in the chamber air. In the other group the air

followed a "closed cycle" pathway in which

detritiated air was returned to the test chamber.

As the deticitiation process removed moisture from

the air, the chamber air for this group was much

dryer than the first group. The dry case resulted
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in T? conversion rates 100 times slower than

the humid case as could be expected from the

conversion equation which includes H O

concentrât]on.

The reaction rate parameters determined in the
-4six successful cases were on the order of 10

i.o 10 m uCi s~ . These are four to ten

orders of magnitude faster than the reaction rate

parameters previously recorded from static bulb

experiments. This difference is accounted for by

the heterogeneous nature of the containment

chamber. The report mentions that the extremely

fast T conversions are backed up by additional

tests which showed that all T is converted

into HTO within tens of minutes. It was admit.ted

however that these tests were not definitive

experiments.

When the model results were extrapolated to large

enclosures of the type expected for fusion

reactors it was found that the cleanup process is

relatively insensitive to the parameters of

conversion, adsorption and desorption until very

low concentrations of around 5 uCi/m are

reached. At this point the ambient concentration

is low enough that the adsorption/desorption of

HTO can have a significant effect.

2.3 Implementing the Model

It was decided to implement part of the TSOAK-M1

FOKTRAN program on the CFFTP Wang Alliance system

in BASIC for study. The section which used the

model and real data to find the optimum
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parameters was not implemented as its iterative

procedure requires a large amount of computer

time and adds little to the understanding of the

adsorption/desorption dynamics. Only the

mathematical model and the computer code which

solved it were duplicated in order to examine the

effects of changing the model equations and their

parameters. The new program was entitled SOAKER.

Duplicating the model was straightforward. As the

model is a system of differential equations, a

suitable Runge-Kutta algorithm was obtained .

The most important feature of the algorithm

selected was the user specified approximate

relative error limit which enabled differential

equations to be numerically solved quite

accurately. This accuracy was confirmed with two

simple systems of differential equations whose

solutions were analyticaly known. When the
— 8

approximate error limit was set at 10~ the
algorithm solved the systems with a maximum

— ft
relative error of 4.6*10

SOAKER was completed by the inclusion of the

family of equations which comprise the model.

SOAKER was then executed using identical

parameters to those given by an example run of

TSOAK-Ml and an approximate relative error limit

of 10' . SOAKKR matches the TSOAK-Ml's results

very well except in the long times after relnase

or when a concentration became very small. The

maximum relative difference between the two

programs for concentrations above 1 uCi/m was

only 5.23*10" . Below 1 uCi/m' the

concentrations drop rapidly and SOAKER diverges
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from TSOAK-M1. TSOAK-Ml's concentration of T
— 8tends to unrealistically hoven around 10

uCi/m once it reaches that point. The

concentration in SOAKER continued to drop due to

conversion and the cleanup procedures until an

underflow error was encountered. To prevent this

error once a concentration falls below 10

uCi/m it is set equal to zero. In summary the

program SOA.KER now effectively duplicates the

TSOAK-M1 model.
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3.0 MODEL EVALUATION AND MODIFICATIONS

This study has examined the model and methods of

TSOAK-M1 and found that it has the potential to be a

useful tool in the design of decontamination systems.

To realize that potential however, much work must

first be done. The order of the reactjlon rate must be

firmly established through experimental research. The

parameters of the conversion and adsorption/desorption

rates must also be determined from data obtained

during precise experimentation. Once these tasks are

completed, the model will be ready for use.

3 .1 The Model

The equations which comprise the model appear

acceptable at this time with the exception of the

term representing the rate of T conversion

into HTO. The model assumes that the reaction

rate law is pseudo second order because the

conversion is self-catalyzed by the radiolytic
(7 )decay of tritium. G.L. Ogram suggested that

surface catalysis might play a more important

part in the conversion process and that a surface

reaction term should be included in the

conversion rate equation. This results in :

dt = ( C(T) + D )(T2)

where C.T and T2 are as defined in section 2.1

and D is the surface reaction rate parameter in

m /s. Further consideration at ANL suggests

that the conversion reaction occurs primarily on

surfaces and that radiolysis does not affect the

reaction at the low tritium concentrations used
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( 8 )in his experiments . However, release

conditions may still warrant thé use of a pseudo

second order conversion reaction: R. Jalbert has
( 9 )suggested* that although surface reactions

dominate over most of the range of concentrations

present during cleanup, radiolysis may play a

significant part during the seconds immediately

aCter release due to high concentrations of

tcitium along the expanding gas puff wavefront

and in stable eddies.

The uncertainty over whether the reaction rate

law is actually a first order surface law or a

pseudo second order volume law or a combination

of both is of significant import. In a tritium

conversion experiment Eakins and Hutchinson

calculated that it would take several years to

convert half of the T 2 into H T O
( 1 0 ) . They

however assumed a second order rate law described

the conversion. If a first order rate law had

been assumed the same data wouJd have resulted in
( 8 )a half time of only 41 hours .

The mechanism and order of the conversion

reaction must be accurately determined before it

can be reliably modelled mathematically as

attempted in TSOAK-M1.
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3.2 The Optimization Method

The reaction/adsorption/desorption parameters and

ICt' are not measured directly by experimentation

but are calibrated mathematically by fitting the

model to a set of experimental data. Getting

accurate results using an optimization method

such as this depends on the quality and quantity

of the data set. The data used by the TSOAK-M1

calibration is only the total concentration of

tritium in the chamber air during detritiation.

It is not broken down into T2,HTO and HT which

would make determination of the parameters much

more accurate. Also there are only a few data

points near the end of the cleanup where the

concentration of tritium is very low. More data

points are required in this region. It is

principally at this point in the cleanup process

that there is a sensitivity to the conversion

reaction, as only at low atmospheric

concentrations do the adsorption and desorption

of HTO have a major effect on the total

concentration of tritium (see section 2.2). These

limitations in the data used by the program might

also account for the failure of 25% of the

T -q»sOAK- MrAtestruns at ANL to produce a solution
II

set of parameters. Much better data should be

used for a mathematical optimization routine,

otherwise the parameters should be measured by

direct experimentation.

3.3 Results With Soaker

The reaction rates obtained through the

optimization method in TSOAK-M1 are many orders
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of magnitude faster than those given for

radiolysis of T2 in the literature. The rates

are also orders of magnitude faster than the

maximum experimentally found surface reaction

ratev . This might be correct as many tritium

experts are reported to believe that the react.ion

occurs at a much faster rate than previously

indicated . The fast reaction rates that wore

calculated might also be a result of using the

wrong reaction rate law or a result of the poor

data set used in the optimization.

To investigate these fast reaction rates SOAKER

was run using the surface and radiolytic

conversion equation proposed in section 3.3 and

the largest reputable values for the react.ion

rate parameters found in literature ( C=6*10~

in3K-1uCi"":L and D = 10~6 m3/s ) ( / ) . When

these maximum values are used, clearly the

surface reaction dominates at the tril.ium

concentrations used for the TSOAK-M1 tests (3 100
3

uCi/m ) and the radiolytic term can be

neglected. The surface reaction equation produced

a conversion half time of a few hours as compared

to those for the original equation of a few

Kuttonds. Surprisingly SOAKER'S calculated total

ambient concentrations of tritium still came

çlose to the original test data used in TSOAK-M1.

Careful varying of the parameters resulted in an

improved fit and provided convincing evidence

that using an optimization routine this equation

could result in a very close data fit. perhaps as

close as the one for the original equation. The

very fast reaction rates determined by TSOAK-M1

would not be required in order to match the
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experimental data if a first order surface

reaction is assumed. Before parameters derived by

this program can be accepted it must be certain

that the reaction rate law is correct and t.hat

proper data is used.

If it was certain that the model was valid it

could be calibrated with experimental tests of

the conversion and adsorption/desorpt.i on

properties of different materials and buildings.

It could then be ur.ed in engineering design to

fit a cleanup system to a certain containment

size and required cleanup time. However it

probably could never accurately predict, the

actual time requi red to reduce the concentration

of tritium from a release within a fusion

facility to one MPC . Before this level could
a

be reached workmen would enter the containment

wearing protective suits to begin repairs. Based

on Ontario Hydro experience with fission power

plants the repair and handling of the tril.ium

systems would result in small spills and releases

of tritium. The concentration of tritium in the

containment would fluctuate with several sharp

peaks and gradual declines. In practise, it would

be necessary to factor in these spikes as trit.ium

sources in the program, a difficult task since

their magnitude and periodicity are almost

impossible to predict. However if the frequency

and magnitude of such sources could be

anticipated from operational experience, the

model could be used to study their effects on

cleanup time.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The assumption that the conversion of 1 to HTO is

entirely a pseudo second order radiolytic reaction is

questionable as the present consensus favours first

order surface reactions as more important. There is

considerable doubt as to the exact importance of each

mechani sm.

The data used by the optimization routine is

inadequate for use in such an algorithm.Therefore the

molecular conversion rates and other parameters

determined by the program cannot be accepted.

Even with a corrected model, furthur development, is

required to model non-ideal cleanups. Actual

atmospheric detritiation would be complicated by

tritium released during maintenance and repairs

occurring at the same time as the air-cleanup process.

An improved version of TSOAK-M1, using a combination

of first and second order reactions,has been

implemented in WANG BASIC. This program. SOAKER,

provides an alternative fit to the Argonne

experimental data more consistent with current

knowledge of surface-catalyzed and radiolytic reaction

rates.
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5.0 RECOMMANDATIONS

The order and mechanism of the conversion react.ion

should be accurately determined by experimentation.

The data used by the optimization routine should be

broken down into T?,HTO and HT, and should contain

many data points in the low concentration region of

the cleanup. The parameters should be validated by

direct experimentation.

If improved as recommended above a model such as this

should be used when designing atmospheric detritiat.ion

systems to fit tritium facilities, to ensure thai, the

desired cleanup efficiences and times are achieved.
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APPENDIX I

SOAKER Listing and Sample Output



THIS PROGRAM DUPLICATES A RUN OF THE TSOAK-M1 PROGRAM
THE PROGRAM "RUNGE KUTTA" MUST BE IN THE SAME LIBRARY

OOlOrem SOAKER
0020rem
0030rem***'
0040rem**
0050rem**
0060rem**
0070rem**
0080rem*************************************************************************
0090rem**

VARIABLES-
n = no. of equations in the model
nl = variable used to control the order of magnitude of the loop
tl,t2,t3 = parameters of the loop at line XXXX which begins as a

loop from 0 to 10 by ones but increases in magnitude each time
it is used until it is from 10000 to 100000 by 10000's

el,e2 = error limits
v = containment volume in cubic meters
p = efficiency of detritiation
q = air flow rate in cubic meters/second

OlOOrem**
OllOrem**
0120rem**
0130rem**
OlAOrem**
0150rem**
0160rem**
0170rem**
0180rem**
0l90rem**
0200rem**
0210rem**
0220rem**
O23Orem**
O24Orem**
O25Orem**
0260rem**
O27Orem**
0280rem**
O29Orem**
0300rem**
0310rem**
0320rem**
O33Orem**
O34Orem**
O35Orem**

si = surface area of containment in square meters
al = radiolytic reaction parameter in cubic meters/sec/micro-Curia
a2 = adsorption parameter in me ters/second
a3 = desorption parameter in meters/second
a4 = instrument adjustment in micro-Curies/cubic meter
a5 = cleanup parameter
a6 = surface reaction parameter in cubic me ters/second
y(l) = T2 concentration in micro-Curies/cubic meter
y(2) =s HTO concentration in micro-Curies/cubic meter
y(3) = HT concentration in micro-Curies/cubic meter
y(4) = micro-Curies soaked/cubic meter of containment volume
fl = flag
t = time since release in seconds
w() = concentrations simular to y() but used only in solving model
z() = derivatives of w()
c = total tritium concentration in air T2+HT0+HT

O36Orem**
037Orem*************************************************************************
0380rem**
0390rem** SUBROUTINES-
0400rem** 100 - subroutine in "RUNGE KUTTA" that determins the stepsize
0410rem** 110 - subroutine in "RUNGE KUTTA" that solves model for 1 step
0420rem** 120 - subroutine which contains the model equations
O43Orem**
O44Orem*************************************************************************
0450rem
O46Orem
0470
0480
0490rem
0500rem
0510rem
0520
0530
0540
0550
0560
0570
0580
0590rem
0600rem

select print "printer'
dim y(20)

INITIALIZE THE PARAMETERS

n =4
el,e2

nl
= 1

,046

t3 =
Oe-8
P =

t2

.981v =
al
a3
a5 = p*q/v : a6 = 1.0e-6
fl

= 1.667e-5 si 77
6e-16 : a2 = (4 . 824O067e-6)*sl/v
(7 . 5438545e-7)*sl/v : a4 = 1.4765012

= 1100 -
0

PRINT THE OUTPUT TITLES



061Orem
0620
otal Tri
0630
0640rem
0650rem
0660rem
0670
0680
0690rem
0700rem
0710rem
0720
0730
0740
0 7 50
0 7 6 0 r e m
0770
0780rem
O79Orem
0800rem
0810
0820
0830
0840
0850
0860rem
0870
0880rem
O89Orem
0900rera
0910
O92Orem
O93Orem
0940
O95Orem
O960rera
O970rem
0980
O99Orem
lOOOrert
lOlOrera
1020rem
1030rem
L040rem
1050
10 6 0 r e m
1070rem
1080rem
1090rem
llOOrem
1110
1120rem
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170rem
1L80

print using 0630,uon,"Seconds",tab(23),"T2" ,tab(38),"HT0",tab(55),
tium",uoff,skip(l)

%@ (#//////##// )@ (#//)(§(////// )@ (1Ht)@(1HHHHHHHHHHHHt )@@

SOLVE THE MODEL FOR TEN TIMESTEPS

for t = tl to t2 step t3 ^
gosub'100 (t,n,el,e2,t+t3)

IF A CONSENTRATION IS LESS THEN 1.0e-9 SET IT EQUAL TO ZERO

for k = 1 to n
if (y(k) 1.0e-9) then y(k) = 0

next k

print t+t3,y(l),y(2),y(3),y(l)+yC2)+y<3)

next t

INCREASE THE LOOP ONE ORDER OF MAGNITUDE

tl = lOnl
t2 = t2*10
t3 = t3*10
nl = nl + 1

if (nl 6) then 0670

end

THIS LINE CONTAINS THE RUNGE-KUTTA ALGORITHM WHICH SOLVES THE MODEL

insert "RUNGE KUTTA"

deffn'120 v'x6,n)

THIS SUBROUTINE CONTAINS THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

dim w(20),z(20)

THE MODEL IS THE FOLLOWING EQUATIONS - —~
NOTE THAT THE FIRST AND LAST EQUATIONS FROM THE FAMILY OF EQUATIONS
THAT IS GIVEN FOR THE MODEL ON PAGE 9 IN CFFTP REPORT # F830H ARE
NOT INCLUDED HERE AS THEY ARE NOT NECESSARY FOR THE OUTPUT WANTED

c = w(l) + w(2) + w(3)

TSOAK-M1 used this term for the conversion reaction
d = 7.4834031e-5*c*w(l)

SOAKER uses this term for the conversion reaction
d = (al*c + a6)*w(l)

z(l) = -a5*w(l) - 2*d
z(2) = (-a5-a2)*w(2) + a3*w(4) + d
z(3) = -a5*w(3) + d
z(4) = a2*w(2) - a3*w(4)

return



0005rem
0006rem
OOlOrem'
OO2Orera**
0030rem**
00AOrem**
OOSOrem**
0060rem**
Q070rem**
0080rem**

RUNGE KUTTA

THESE SUBROUTINES USE A SYSTEM OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND THE
INITIAL VALUES OF x.y(L-n) TO NUMERICALLY DETERMINE THE NEW VALUES
OF x.y(i-n) AT x = x4 USING THE RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD.ERROR LIMITS
el,e2 ARE USED TO KIÎEP THE APPROXIMATE RELATIVE ERROR AS LOW AS"
THE USER DESIRES

OlOOrem**
OllOrem**
0120rem**
0130rem**
0l40ram**
0150rem**
0160rem**
0170rem**
0180rem**
0190rem**
0200rem**
021Orem**
O22Orem**
O23Orem**
0240rem**
O25Orem**
O26Orem**
O27Orem**
0280rem**
O29Orem**
0300rem**
0310rem**
O32Orem**
O33Orem**
O34Orem**
O35Orera**
O36Orem**
O37Orem**
O380rem**
0390rem**
0400rem**
0410rem**
O42Orem**
O43Orem**
O44Orem*
O45Orem
0460rem
0 4 7 0 r e in
0480rcm
O49Orem
0500
OSlOrem
0520rem
0530rem
0540rem
0550rem
0560
057Orem
0580rem

VARIABLES-
n = number of equations in the system
x,y(l-n) = initial values of the system
x4 = new value of x at which new y()'s are to be determined
el,e2 = limits to appoximate -rrors
z(l-n) = computed values of che derivatives at different steps
w(l-n) = value of "y" sent to subroutine'120
xl, x2,x3,x5,x6 = temporary values of "x"
yl(),y2(),y3( ) ,y5(),y6() = temporary values of "y"
h,hl = step sizes
k,j = variables used for looping
fl = flag which equals the number of times these subroutines

have been called
f2 = flag set to 1 if error is not within limits
f3 = flag which indicates which variables subroutine'110 uses
a = variable used do determine approximate relative error
a(5) = array used by the Runge-Kutta algorithm
o = flag set to 1 if this could be the last step
s = flag to increase step size if present size not necesary

**********************************************************************

SUBROUTINES
100 - Determines the stepsize necesary to remain within the

user defined error limits.
110 - Uses the Runge-Kutta method to solve the system of

differential equations across a single small step
120 - Contains the system of differential equations with

x6 as the indépendant variable, y(l-n) as the
dependant variables and z(l-n) as the derivatives
of the dependant variables.This subroutine must be
provided by the user along with the main calling
program ( see the program "DIFF EQNS" for example ) .

deffn'100 (x,n,el,e2,x4)

THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE CORRECT STEP SIZE TO KEEP UNDER
THE ERROR LIMITS AND INTEGRATES ACROSS THESE STEP SIZES UNTIL
THE ENDPOINT IS REACHED

dim y(20),yl(20),y2(20),y3(20)

IF THIS IS THE FIRST TIME THIS SUBROUTINE HAS BEEN CALLED



0590rem
0600rera
0610rera
0620
0630
0640
0650rem
0660rem
0670rem
0680rer.
0690
0700
0710
O72Orem
O73Orem
0740rem
0750rem
0760
0770
0780
O79Orem
0800rem
0810rem
0820rem
0830
0840
0850
0860
0870
0880
0890
0900
0910
0920
0930
0940
O95Orem
O96Orem
O97Orem
O98Orem
0990
1000
1010
L020
1030
1040rem
1050rem
1060rem
1070rem
1080rem
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
H70rem
1180rem

THEN INITIALIZE THE STEP SIZE.OTHERWISE USE THE STEP SIZE
FROM THE LAST CALL

fl = fl + 1
if (fl=l) then h
o = 0

x4 - x

THIS SECTION ENSURES THAT THE INTEGRATION ENDS EXACTLY ON
THE DESIRED ENDPOINT

if ((x+2,01*h-x4) =0) or if (h =0) then 0760
o = 1
h = (x4 - x)/2

INTEGRATE OVER A DOUBLE STEP AND THEN OVER TWO SINGLE STEPS
SO THAT THE RELATIVE ERROR BETWEEN THE TWO CAN BE CALCULATED

gosub'110 (x,2*h,xl,l)
gosub'110 (x,h,x2,2)
gosub'110 (x2,h,x3,3)

FIND THE APROXIMATE RELATIVE ERROR. IF IT IS LARGER THAN el
THEN SET f2 = 1 SO THAT A SMALLER STEP SIZE WILL BE USED.

f2 = 0
for k = 1 to n

if (abs(yl(k))|abs(y3(k) )) then a = abs(yl(k)) else a = abs(y3(k))
if (a e2) then a = e2
if (abs(yl(k)-y3(k))/a)|el then f2 = 1

next k
if (f2=l) then 1090
x = x3
for k = 1 to n

y(k) = y3(k)
next k
if (o=l) then return

IF THE STEP SIZE HAS BEEN ACCEPTABLE FIVE TIMES IN A ROW
TRY A LARGER STEP SIZE THIS TIME

if (s 5) then 1020
s = 0
h = h* 2

s = s + 1
goto 0680

CUT STEP SIZE IN HALF. SET o = 0 AS THE NEXT POINT CALCULATED
WILL NOT BE THE LAST ONE. THE OLD SINGLE STEP FROM x,y() TO
x2,y2() WILL NOW BE THE DOUBLE STEP x,y(.) TO xl,yl()

h = h * 0 . 5
s = 0
o = 0
x l = x2
f o r k = L t o n

yl(k) = y2(k)
next k
goto 0770



1190rem
1200rem
1210rem
1220
L23Orera
124Orem
125Orera
126Orem
127Orem
1280
129Orem
1300rem
1310rem
13 20
l?30
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400rem
1410
1420
1430
144Orem
1450rem
146Orem
147Orem
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
15 60re-.n
157Orem
1580rem
1590rem
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660rem
1670
1680
L 6 9 0
1700
L710
1720
1730rem
17 40
1750
1760
1770
1780

deffn'110 (x5,hl,x6,f3)

THIS SUBROUTINE USES THE RUNGE KUTTA METHOD TO INTEGRATE ONE STEP
OF STEP SIZE hi BEGINNING AT x5,y5(). THE VALUES x6,y6() ARE
DETERMINED AT THE END OF THE STEP.

dim w(20),a(5),y5(20),y6(20),z(20)

INITIALIZE THE PARAMETERS

a(l),a(2),a(5) - hi/2
a(3),a(4) = hi
x6 = x5
if (f3=3) then 1400

for k = 1 to n
y5(k),y6(k),w(k) = y(k)

next k
goto 1480

for k = 1 to n
y5(k),y6(k),w(k)

next k
y2(k)

INTEGRATE USING THE RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD. SUBROUTINE 120 RETURNS VALUES
OF z() WHICH ARE THE VALUES OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AT x6,w()

for j = 1 to 4
gosub'120 (x6,n)
x6 = x5 + a(j )
for k = 1 to n

w(k) = y5(k) + a(j)*z(k)
y6(k) = y6(k) + a(j+1)*z(k)/3

next k
next j

PLACE THE ANSWER VALUES x6,y6() INTO THE PROPER VARIABLES FROM
THE CALLING SUBROUTINE

if (f3 |1) then 1670
for k = 1 to n

yl(k) = y6(k)
next k
xl = x6

return

if (f3 |2) then L740
f o r k = l t o n

y2(k) = y6(k)
n t: x L k
x 2 = x 6

return

for k = 1 to n
y3(k) = y6(k)

next k
x3 = x6
return



Elapsed Time

Second s
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
9000
10000
20000
30000
40000
50000
60000
70000
80000
90000
100000

T2
luytJ .1 jut^ujy 3
1097.738322339
1097.345944587
1096.953707088
1096.56160979
1096.169652645
1095.777835602
1095.38615861
1094.994621621
1094.603224583
1090.696940553
1086.804596783
1082.926143527
1079.061531212
1075.210710445
1071.37363201
1067.550246864
1063.740506141
1059.944361146
1022.720087411
986.8030960276
952.1474764389
918.7089304261
886.4447154811
855.3135901742
825.2757614356
796.2928336924
768.3277597888
537.3827208403
375.8554667629
262.8803019592
183 .8633711019
128.5974604554
89.94345495455
62.90812478579
43.99911217747
30.77379716905
.8620904305242
2.41504129E-02
6.76544392E-O4
1.89525668E-05
5.3O933066E-O7
1.48734429E-O8
0
0
0

Concentration in micro-Curies/cubic

HTO HT

meuec

Total Tritium

2.19530520E-03
3.29165116E-03
4.38712672E-03
5.48173240E-03
6.57546871E-03
7.66833619E-03
8.76033534E-03 '
9.85146670E-03
1.O94173O7E-O2
2.17967852E-02
3.25656810E-02
4.32489333E-02
5.38470543E-02
6.43605534E-02
7.47899375E-02
8.51357108E-02
9.53983745E-02
.1055784274784
.2029431961644
.2925761126408
.3749337649285
.4504487642643
.5195309279746
.5825684061824
.6399287549805
.6919599584589
.7389914020449
.9952151819386
1.006315947134
.9056488766983
.7652947917303
.6220026082505
.4926620633722
.3834024978093
.2948454557232
.2250617930481
2.28681093E-02
1.32704627E-02
1.17440723E-02
1.05946580E-02
9.56381434E-03
8.63344439E-03
7.79358596E-03
7.03542880E-03
6.35102489E-03

JLTUy o 1Jlbbii-u J

2.19548248E-03
3.29204987E-O3
4.38783526E-O3
5.48283907E-03
6.577O617OE-O3
7.6.705O359E-03
8.76316514E-03
9.855O4677E-O3
1.O9461489E-O2
2.18143894E-02
3.26051374E-02
4.33188068E-02
5.39558095E-02
6.45165556E-02
7.50014530E-02
8.54109079E-02
9.57453244E-02
.1060051049127
.2045850619271
.2961299440391
.3810116089842
.4595844966786
.5321863931389
.5991391622586
.6607494467767
.7173093396401
.7690970270284
1.076918349808
1.130956332795
1.0557389016
.9239290836222
.7762330553502
.6340322062217
.5073127869624
.3995774960853
.310836025683
1.759129O5E-O2
7.46689112E-04
2.81737005E-05
9.96629460E-07
3.38461481E-08
1.11754441E-09
0
0
0

1097.742713126
1097.352528288
1096.962482049
1096.572574362
1096.182805176
1095.793174441
1095.403682111
1095.014328134
1094.625112462
1090.740551728
1086.869767602
1083.012711267
1079.169334075
1075.339587554
1071.523423401
1067.720793483
1063.93164984
1060.155944678
1023.127615669
987.3918020842
952.9034218128
919.618963687
887.4964328022
856.4952977426
826.5764396374
797.7021029905
769.8358482179
539.454854372
377.9927390428
264.8416897375
185.5525949772
129.995696119
91.07014922414
63.79884007056
44.69353512927
31.30969498778
.9025498303998
3.81675648E-02
1.24487904E-02
1.06146072È-02
9.56437912E-03
8.63346038E-03
7.79358596E-03
7.03542880E-03
6.35102489E-03
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APPENDIX II

SOAKER User Guide

To run SOAKER simply follow these steps:

1. select Basic Support

2. select Programming

3. select Edit

4. select SOAKER

5. enter run and press Return

The program output will go directly to the printer

The user may wish to vary the parameters of the

program before running it to see how the changes

affect the results. The parameters most likely to be

changed are found on lines 520 to 570 in SOAKER.

0520 n =4 : nl,t3 = 1 : t2 = 9
0530 el,e2 = 1.0e-8
0540 v = .046 : p = .981 : q = 1.667e-5 : si = .77
0550 al = 6e-l6 : a2 = (4.824OO67e-6)*sl/v
0560 .a3 = (7.5438545e-7)*sl/v : a4 = 1.4765012
0570 a5 = p*q/v : a6 = 1.0e-6 : y(l) = 1100 - a4

These parameters are Identified and given units on

lines L10 to 300 in SOAKER.

OllOrem** n = no. of equations in the model
0120rem** nl = variable used to control the order of magnitude of the loop
0130rem** tl,t2,t3 = parameters of the loop at line XXXX which begins as a
0140rem** loop from 0 to 10 by ones but increases in magnitude each time
0150rem** it is used until it is from 10000 to 100000 by 10000's
0160rem** el,e2 = error limits
0l70rem** v = containment volume in cubic meters
0180rem** p = efficiency of detritiation
0190rem** q = air flow rate in cubic meters/second



0200rem**
0210rem**
0220rem**
0230rem**
0240rem**
0250rem**
0260rem**
O27Orem**
0280rem**
0290rem**
0300rem**

s i
a l
a2
a 3
a4
a 5
a é
y (
y (
y (
y (

l
2
3
4
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= surface area of containment in square meters
= radiolytic reaction parameter in cubic meters/sec/micro-Curie
= adsorption parameter in me ters/second
= desorption parameter in me ters/second ^
= instrument adjustment in micro-Curies/cubic meter
= cleanup parameter
= surface reaction parameter in cubic meters/second
) = T2 concentration in micro-Curies/cubic meter
) = HTO concentration in micro-Curies/cubic meter
) = HT concentration .in micro-Curies/cubic meter
) = micro-Curies soaked/cubic meter of containment volume

When changing a parameter follow steps 1 to 4. Then

position the line pointer to the line containing the

parameter by using the key with two arrows beside the

COMMAND key. Press REPLACE and then enter the old

parameter value to be replaced and the new value so

that the looks like this:

REPLACE'old value'new value1

Press EXECUTE and then CANCEL. The parameter is now

changed and the user continues with step 5.

The original radiolytic pseudo second order conversion

reaction term from TS0AK-M1 is included on rein line

1080. The user could use it instead of the combination

first and second order term on Line 1110 to examine

how the original TS0AK-M1 model behaves.
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When changing a parameter follow steps 1 to 4. Then

position the line pointer to the line containing the

parameter by using the key with two arrows beside the

COMMAND key. Press REPLACE and then enter the old

parameter value to be replaced and the new value so

that the looks like this:

REPLACE'old value'new value1

Press EXECUTE and then CANCEL. The parameter is now

changed and the user continues with step 5.

The original radiolytic pseudo second order conversion

reaction term from TSOAK-M1 is included on rem 1ine

1080. The user could use it instead of the combination

first and second order term on line 1110 to examine

how the original TSOAK-M1 model behaves.


